NEVER ENDING WELLNESS

Pleasant, long moments of relaxation to the face and body for an intense
well-being to be enjoyed in the privacy and discrete luxury of our SPA.
Our rituals will give you an experience of endless well being.

The duration of the indicated activities includes an initial welcome procedure,
assistance getting started and the treatment.

FACE RITUALS
Revitalift Intensive (90 minutes) € 180,00
Revitalizing facial treatment with the use of serum with vitamins and hyaluronic
acid in combination with a specific device “microlift facial” which stimulates
the production of collagen and elastin. The skin will immediately appear more
hydrated and firm.

Skin bright (90 minutes) € 180,00
Brightening face and hands treatments. The products that are used contain
a high concentration of active ingredients such as vitamin C, ferulic acid and
vitamin E that act synergistically with specific manuality. The treatment brings
oxygen to the tissues that immediately appear brighter.

BIOLOGIQUE RECHERCHE Triple Lift (120 minutes) € 250,00
Extraordinary treatment, perfect for special occasions, to enjoying moments of
truly and unique relaxation for face, neck, décolleté and hands.
The unique action of the Lotion P50 and a booster with high concentration of
active ingredients, combined with a specific dexterity, gives a deeply lifting and
peeling effect. The face will be incredibly fleshed out, the volumes redefined,
the oval reshaped, with immediate and lasting effect.

BODY RITUALS
Thalasso - reducing (90 minutes) € 200,00
Slimming and draining treatment with compresses of brown algae. Algae are
the main element of this intensive body treatment with a reducing effect. The
natural products with algae leaves as fluids, powders and wrapping have a
stimulating effect on the lymphatic and venous circulation and reduce water
retention, giving an immediate feeling of well-being and lightness. A long
massage completes this exceptional treatment.
Thalasso - firming (90 minutes) € 200,00
Shaping and firming treatment made with Guèrande’s salt and Spirulina algae.
The treatment starts with a scrub, using Guèrande salt, with a highly smoothing
result to prepare the skin for the next step: a wrapping with Spirulina algae for
an intensive action. An exclusive massage using bamboo sticks for a draining
effect, completes the treatment.
Hammam (120 minutes) € 230,00
An incredible soft and nourished skin due to cellular renewal thanks to a
savonnage and the use of argan oil.
The treatment begins with a scrub on face and body based on medicinal herbs
and a powder made of argan and apricot kernels.
After the scrub, a pure Moroccan clay body mask is applied, its trace elements
and vitamins will penetrate during the steam bath. The steam step is followed
by a savonnage with black soap fragranced with eucalyptus. Finally a relaxing
massage with argan oil completes the treatment, making your skin perfectly
supple, bright and hydrated.

Information and reservations at the 1st floor
Grand Hotel des Iles Borromées & SPA
tel. +39 0323 938 2872 (ext. 2872) - info@centrobenesserestresa.com

